This paper highlights ionic fluxes as information carriers in neurons. The theoretical framework regarding information transfer is presented as changes in the thermodynamic entropy that underlie specific computations determined by ionic flow. The removal or accumulation of information is analysed in terms of ionic mass transfer related with changes in Shannon information entropy. Specifically, information transfer occurs during an action potential (AP) via the voltage gated ion channels in membranes and the same physical mechanism can be extended to various types of synapses. Since sequential APs from a selected neuron are not alike, then every spike may transfer slightly different amounts of information during their occurrence. The average efficiency in information transfer during APs is estimated using mutual information measures and Hodgkin-Huxley model. This general scheme of ions as carriers of information represents the required physical machinery for a dynamic information transfer that is missing in the current spiketiming description.
It is generally assumed that neurons communicate information through action potentials. The occurrence of a spike is synonymous with charge movement which can be electrophysiologically recorded and theoretically modeled. Since the recordings made with single electrodes showed that neuronal action potentials are mostly alike 1 it was assumed that the average spike frequency provided an adequate description for neural transmission of information and that information is predominantly coded into the firing rate of action potentials. The basic premise reduced the presence or absence of action potentials into numerical values 1 or 0 respectively, as one way of information coding. Despite a better understanding of the complexity of the spike phenomenon, this temporally based analytical approach remains popular for neural information coding.
However, it is becoming clear from recent studies 2, 3 that an analysis of the spike firing patterns of neurons provides more information than the average spike frequency. Additionally, it was shown that spiking neurons are computationally more powerful than sigmoidal neurons that function based on mean firing rate 4 . Nevertheless, these analyses are still restricted to the temporal domain.
The complexity of the relationship between information transfer and electrical properties of neurons can be seen to occur at various scales. At the highest level a moderate analysis has been developed for "wave coding" as a large scale achievement of processing in group of neurons as seen in human EEG or fMRI studies 5, 6 . The second level at the cell scale involves spike coding usually viewed in the time domain, as discussed above. Known examples are well studied involving rate coding or spike coding 3, 4 that have been the premise for the development of artificial neural networks and artificial intelligence. Such processing can occur at the ensemble level where activity of groups of neurons can be seen to be related to complex behavior 7, 8 .
However, it is likely that a much more subtle, hidden and fundamentally important way of information transfer, involving the dynamics of ionic fluxes within spiking neurons, exists in the brain. Our work has tackled the problem of information coding by neurons at this level. It is now clear that ionic fluxes resulting from spiking are capable of carrying information 9, 10 . In addition, these fluxes show organization, revealed by changes in spike directivity during behavioral learning 11 . Finally, we have also recently shown that spike directivity acquires the semantics of behavior during learning 12 .
When a neuron spikes, it has considered all received inputs including those that are synaptic and non-synaptic. In the synaptic inputs, ionic fluxes use channels to depolarize the presynaptic membrane and cause neurotransmitter release, resulting in post-synaptic receptor mediated binding. This event then causes among other effects, an alteration of the electrical properties of the post-synaptic membrane, re-establishing the electrical nature of the communication. In the non-synaptic scenario such as the neostriatal cholinergic neuron 13 or the cerebellar Purkinje neurons spontaneous firing appears in the absence of synaptic input 14, 15 . Spontaneous firing can also be maintained in cerebellar slice preparations when synaptic activity is blocked 16 . It is critical to understand that in both these situations, the ions in extracellular milieu may serve as carriers through which cellular information is being exchanged.
In this context, a new framework that describes the complexity and importance of this phenomenon that relates charge movement during synaptic and non-synaptic activities to information is required. Since this charge flow is viewed as a mechanism of communication, we have developed a thermodynamic analysis that relates this flow in terms of information transfer. Thus the dependency between thermodynamic characteristics and information changes in the analysed system can be understood in terms of ionic mass transfer. Simulations using the HH model and mutual information analyses are used to demonstrate the relationship between ionic flow and efficiency in information transfer. Such application of thermodynamic principles to information processing based on charge movement in neurons is novel and has not been discussed in the literature to our knowledge.
RESULTS

Entropy in Neuronal Spike
It is already known that during the interspike interval (equilibrium state), for each three Na + ionic efflux there is an influx of two K + through the Na + -K + ATP dependent pump 17 . From statistical point of view more information is carried when an event is less likely to happen than when it actually occurs. This means that low levels of information are coded by ionic fluxes during the neuron's interspike interval. It is therefore possible that, only the transient state described by an AP occurrence transfers high levels of information. Since AP is generated by ionic fluxes, it is expected that a relation between ionic flux and information transfer could be established. This estimation of the ionic flow can be provided during every AP using Hodgkin-Huxley equations that give this quantitative description (see Appendix 2) . Specifically, prior work has revealed that sodium flux contains about two times as much information regarding the stimulus input during the action potential as compared to the output spikes 10 .
According to the second law of thermodynamics, thermodynamic entropy never decreases in closed systems. In an open system thermodynamic entropy can be modified by matter flow and temperature exchange. One can imagine neurons as open systems that share matter, energy and information with their environment. Considering the work from Nicolis and Prigogine 18 the change of thermodynamic entropy, ∆S, during each spike for one neuron is composed of two terms:
The external thermodynamic entropy ∆S e is due to exchange of matter and energy with the exterior while the internal entropy variation ∆S i is due to internal irreversible processes inside the neuron. The external variation of entropy e S Δ can be accessible to measurement. Internal entropy production i S Δ can be obtained by measuring the "metabolism" of the neuron as a result of diverse physical phenomena generated primarily by biochemical reactions and diffusion.
In a closed system, internal entropy i S Δ always increases reflecting the second law of thermodynamics. However, during each spike the neuron is an open system where a metabolic exchange takes place. As the neuron tries to maintain its thermodynamic state, the effect is that the internally produced entropy ( i S Δ ) has to be exported to the exterior in the form of matter or heat ( e S Δ ).
When an ionic mass m i enters into the nerve cell, the thermodynamic entropy is increased by the amount m i s i where s i is the specific entropy of the mass m i . As the ionic mass ∆m o leaves the system, the thermodynamic entropy is decreased by the amount ∆m o s o . In neurons during the AP, the ionic influx or the efflux mainly of Na + and K + is primarily responsible for the thermodynamic entropy variation (Figure 1 ). This variation of thermodynamic entropy during the AP can be computed by:
where k Q represents the heat of ionic mass entering and leaving and k T their temperature, with the indices d and r indicating the depolarizing or repolarizing phase of the AP. Since the heat transfer during the AP is very small (time is very short, 1ms, for heat transfer) the exchange is mainly in the form of matter. The total variation of external entropy during each AP is then:
In the steady state (interspike interval), the variation of external thermodynamic entropy is net negative due to mass leaving the neuron. Simultaneously, the internal entropy is net positive and represents the metabolic processes within the neuron. This balance between the external and internal entropy in the steady state represents an equilibrium state and the variation of thermodynamic entropy is close to 0 ( S Δ ≈0). During an action potential, this equilibrium changes such that the entropy of the neuron may increase S Δ >0 or decrease S Δ <0 depending on the balance between internal and external entropy.
This mechanism of altering the thermodynamic entropy within nerve cell by mass transfer during every action potential can underlie information transfer between the neuron, neuronal milieu and connected nerve cells.
Inside of nerve cell
Outside of nerve cell Figure 1 During an AP the permeability to sodium increases by opening of sodium channels. Sodium ions enter inside the cell and the membrane is depolarized. Then, with a delay the voltagegated K + channels open and K + ions rush out of the cell almost instantaneously during repolarizing phase. This exchange of ions across the neuronal membrane is responsible for thermodynamic entropy variations. 
Thermodynamic Entropy and Information
Having discussed variations in thermodynamic entropy during AP in terms of mass exchange, it is now important to introduce the concept of Shannon information entropy and its link to thermodynamic entropy. In addition, we will also build upon this relationship of thermodynamic entropy and Shannon information entropy and discuss how these measures can be viewed in terms of bits of information exchanged. Shannon information entropy S SE measures the uncertainty about the outcome of a random variable and does not depend on the state values x 1 , x 2 …x n . If the probability distribution of these variables is spread across many states, then S SE value is low, so S SE can be considered as a measure of the compactness of a certain distribution.
Importantly, the amount of information in bits obtained about a system by an external observer is equal to the reduction in the Shannon information entropy of the studied system 19 . Therefore, the removal or additions of bits of information can be explained in terms of Shannon information entropy. In our case, the extracellular milieu including connected cells can take the place of the external observer. Now moving back to thermodynamic entropy, the Boltzmann-Maxwell thermodynamic entropy, in a classical framework, gives an explicit expression for the relation between information transfer and Shannon information entropy 20 .
The analysis of equation (14) During an AP, the equilibrium between internal and external thermodynamic entropy depends on the movement of charges across the cell membrane. In this way, changes in thermodynamic entropy can be effectively tied to Shannon information entropy and information transfer during an AP event. As stated above, the amount of information obtained about a system for an external observer is equal with the reduction in the Shannon information entropy 19, 21 .Therefore, an external observer such as the extracellular milieu or even we may acquire (increase) information if Shannon information entropy is reduced. Practically speaking then, ion movements are responsible for information flow within the connected cells and neuronal milieu. The fact that ion fluxes carry information about stimuli input was demonstrated earlier in 10 by performing MI analyses between input signal and ionic fluxes using HH model. During the repolarization phase, information is acquired by the extracellular milieu and cells in the proximity by removing Shannon information entropy as an ionic efflux (
. Thus a change in the thermodynamic entropy of a neuron is reflected in information alteration of the surrounding milieu which includes both cellular and extracellular elements. Explicitly, the decrease in thermodynamic entropy from mass outflow results in an increase in the information in these elements surrounding the nerve cell. Conversely, an increase in thermodynamic entropy in a neuron from mass influx results in a net information transfer from the surrounding elements.
These observations can be seen as an extension of Landauer principle applied to biological cells 22 which implies that information transfer during AP has physical representation expressed in ionic matter flow.
Synaptic spikes
This description of computation and information processing in neurons would be incomplete if is reduced to AP occurrence. At the gap junction level, there cannot be any possible confusion regarding the carrier of information since the electrical current is directly generated by ions on a shorter distance, about 3.5 nm 17, 23 .
The situation is somewhat more complex at the electrochemical synapse level. The ionic mechanism presented above occurs during synaptic activity. The ionic flux is well recognized to have an important, active role in information processing at synapses 24 . If the presynaptic neuron develops an action potential, then a dynamic flow of charges occurs within the nerve cell that changes without delay the internal and external environment. The presynaptic membrane then through calcium influx and other mechanisms causes the neurotransmitter vesicle to dock and release its contents across the synaptic cleft over a distance of 20 to 40 nm that separates the cells. This chemical binds to the receptors on the post synaptic neuron. The binding of the neurotransmitters to the receptors generates an electrical response and ions are transferred depending on g syn (t) synaptic conductance and the difference between the voltage of the postsynaptic neuron V(t) and the membrane reversal potential V syn (t) of the presynaptic nerve cell:
Although biochemically mediated, the synaptic process finally results in ionic transfer that from a thermodynamic perspective can be modeled in a similar way as presented above for action potential. Even though synaptic processes develop at a smaller scale they can be recorded with electrodes. Additionally, since the number of synapses is of the order of thousands for a nerve cell, the thermodynamic variations of entropy cannot be neglected. These changes in thermodynamic entropy determined by ionic mass transfer are directly linked to Shannon information entropy (see Appendix 1).
The chemical neurotransmitter now can be viewed as changing synaptic conductance from Eq (4) and the variability of syn g modulates both ionic and information transfer.
This basic description in theoretical terms demonstrates that ion carriers express information transfer phenomena during synaptic spikes and define electric synaptic computations.
Mutual Information
It is therefore likely that with these fluctuations in information entropy, a neuron transfers different amounts of information during each AP. Voltage sensitive channels under the influence of electric fields and concentration gradients allow charge transfer and are responsible for this phenomenon. The voltage-gated ion channels are distributed along dendrites, soma and axons and the ionic flow is distributed almost everywhere during each spike.
The amount of mass necessary to change information entropy depends on specific entropy of the ionic mass. Information can thus be accumulated or removed from the neuron by electrical ionic flow during each spike. Therefore, the analysis of information transferred within AP's by the electric flow of charges is critical. Although information entropy of any continuous variable is higher than information entropy in a discretized version of the same signal, for small sampling times this difference is considerably reduced 25 . This characteristic allows us to see the MI between two continuous variables as the limit of computed MI values for the discrete versions using the HH model. Mutual information 26, 27 measures the deviation from independence of two selected variables X 1 and X 2 :
where H(X 1 ,X 2 ) is the joint information entropy. Substituting I(Na + , K + ) in Eq. 5, we can measure the reduction in uncertainty about the Na + flux due to the knowledge of K + flux. Considering the two main ionic fluxes Na + and K + the information transferred is:
where spike I represents mutual information between these two fluxes. By using values of ionic I Na+ and I K+ fluxes from HH model it is possible to estimate the joint probability distribution and mutual information. The concepts and the methods for computing distributions, entropy and mutual information have been presented in Aur et al., 10 .
A brief example of this application is shown here. The input signal is a sinusoidal wave that represents an inward current into the neuron 10 . No noise was added in these simulations (Figure 1 a and b) . One can estimate relevant information of Na + ionic flux with respect to K + flux during AP in terms of mutual information. The values of mutual information are computed and represented in Figure 2 for different frequencies and amplitudes of the input stimuli.
Since computation is based on information processing and within a spike this is mainly dependent on Na + and K + fluxes one can see that information during computation is shared between sodium and potassium fluxes.
Efficiency of Information Transfer
In order to compute the values of information transfer that occur from ionic fluxes and their dependence on input stimuli, we have used simulations of signal input and output in the Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) giant squid axon model 10 . The applied inward current stim I could come from another neuron or can be artificially generated. Indeed, stim I from HH simulations can be viewed as a dendritic current, a synaptic current, or a current injected through a microelectrode.
Before using the method to compute mutual information (MI) between ionic currents during a spike we have extensively analysed the histogram method to compute MI for Gaussian noise signals (mean μ=0 and standard deviation σ=1) (see Appendix 3). This analysis shows that the errors between the histogram method and analytical estimates for data dimensions between 330 to 2000 points on average are less than 0.2 bits. In comparison, the estimated values of MI between ionic currents are at least ten times higher, > 2 bits. To compare information by spikes or by ion fluxes we use the same method therefore we expect robust results. One can see clearly that the efficiency of information transfer within a spike depends on input frequency. For frequencies less than 200Hz, neurons efficiently transfer information from input stimuli during each spike while this transfer is reduced significantly for higher input stimuli frequencies. Additionally, at frequencies less than 200Hz the computed efficiency values for information transfer present a nonlinear complex dependency over I stim phase (Figs 4 a-d ) 10 . The phase of I stim and the occurrence of AP also appear to modulate the efficiency of information transfer. 
DISCUSSION
This paper presents a novel set of observations that have an impact at many levels. First we show that an analysis of charge movement across neuronal membranes can be represented in terms of changes in thermodynamic entropy. Second, this thermodynamic entropy, in a hypothetical adiabatic system, can be tied to the Shannon information entropy and related to information transfer. This information transfer in neurons has physical representation in terms of ionic mass transport across nerve membranes. Third, we demonstrate that information is shared between sodium and potassium currents in the HH model during spikes. Fourthly, the dependence of the efficiency of information transfer to the frequency and phase of the incoming stimulus has been shown. Here, it is clear that at frequencies lower than 200Hz, the efficiency of information transfer is highly dependent on the input signal phase. What do these observations tell us when it comes to information transfer in the neuronal system? To understand this issue, we need to turn to classical computation. The physical essence of current computers is based on electron movement that obeys the laws of physics. To carry out a simple computation the electrons play the role of information carriers. Such physical carriers of information are missing in the current temporal description of neuronal activity. These types of analyses in the field of information and computation that require a physical link for information transfer began early in the 1960s with Landauer theory regarding information principles and were continued with Feynman lectures in computation 28 .
The current accepted hypothesis is that neurons transfer information about their synaptic input through spike trains. Since every chemical synapse is essentially physically unconnected, there should be a physical way in which the time of spikes arrival is "read" by the post synaptic neuron. How does the neuron "read" this time? We are unaware of any literature that describes how the temporal code of a spike is physically transferred to the post synaptic neuron. Neurotransmitter release from the pre-synaptic neuron may not be time locked to the arrival of spikes. Furthermore at a gap junction level there are no spikes and hence spike time theory cannot be applied to understand information transfer in this scenario. Based entirely on timing theory, one must then assume that the charge flow across gap junctions is therefore unimportant for information transfer.
However, if one views the charge movement in terms of the approach that we have presented, information flows with charges not only during AP but we provide a general robust mechanism for information transfer. In this framework, dendritic, somatic and axonal synapses, gap junctions, and non-synaptic ion channels all over the neuronal membrane can be visualized as contributing to the variations in the thermodynamic entropy of the nerve cell. Since a given neuron is dynamically linked to all of its surrounding, this variation in thermodynamic entropy translates to information transfer between the neuron and milieu. This approach is unachievable within a spike time explanation of information transfer. Indeed the very basis of spike timing theory is the time of occurrence of spikes and its relationship to information. One of the many important results of our work is that the phase between the "I stim " for a neuron and the occurrence of AP can easily be translated into the temporal domain. The current spike timing theory uses only this feature. Therefore the thermodynamic approach clearly offers a much broader framework for information computation by neurons and includes possible developments in the current spike time theory.
A possible argument against the thermodynamic approach can be made to suggest that the variability between individual spikes from a neuron is insignificant and meaningless. However, our recent work has shown that spike directivity variability that includes ionic flow characteristics is modulated, organizes with learning and acquires relevant behavioral meaning 11, 12 .
An important comment can be made in terms of integration of information in time over a larger scale. Since ion channels are spread almost everywhere on the cell membrane the view that information is exchanged only at synapses is incomplete and ignores the biological details of neurons. Our previous work has demonstrated that since ion channels are broadly distributed all over the membrane and dendrites, information exchange between the neuron and its environment is likely to be occurring not only synaptically but also along a significant portion of the dendritic and somatic membrane surface 29 .This may have an impact over the metabolic efficiency and information cost. Since the transfer of information is currently only limited to spike timing, then the computed values of information transfer are undoubtedly under-estimated. We believe that this aspect could be an additional issue that may result in a higher metabolic cost for information transfer in spikes than reported in chemical synapses 30 .
In this paper we propose a deeper understanding of information processing by neurons. We clearly show that fluxes are responsible for information transfer and computation during neuronal spikes. In fact, they can be seen as the carriers of information that dynamically link the neuron to its surrounding including not only the extracellular milieu but also to other cells. Indeed, this much more subtle view reveals the complexity of the interactions occurring within the neurons during neuronal computation and information transfer.
Appendix 1:
Shannon information entropy for a random discreet variable X is a function of the probability distribution p:
The thermodynamic entropy changes within a neuron are equal to the sum of entropy transfer by heat, by mass flow and internal entropy variation that can be written as:
where the term in parenthesis represents external entropy e S Δ . According to the second law of thermodynamics, internal thermodynamic entropy always increases in a closed system. However, since neurons are open systems, they can export entropy. Thus, in a hypothetical steady state, a part of the external entropy e S Δ , accessible to measurement as ionic flux, is negative and compensates for the internal thermodynamic entropy production. Since the internal thermodynamic entropy always increases, the variation of external thermodynamic entropy has to accommodate this increase and at a certain moment the equality necessarily holds:
Otherwise, a continuous increase in thermodynamic entropy would inevitably destroy the cell. The internal thermodynamic entropy i S Δ of the neuron at this point in time can then be computed using a general statistical definition of Boltzmann-Maxwell thermodynamic entropy:
where k B is the Boltzmann constant (1.380658×10 -23 Joules/Kelvin) and p i is the probability distribution for the i th configuration. If all N configurations are equiprobable Eq.13 leads to well known definition of entropy in terms of the number of microstates associated with the macrostate (S B =k B logN). Combining equations 11 and 13, one can write:
where p i and In reality, this biological process is not adiabatic for obvious reasons such as dissipative factors (e.g. friction, diffusion, thermal loss) that occur during ion movements, however, the relationship between thermodynamic process and information entropy remains beyond this idealization. where C m is the specific membrane capacitance, I Na is the voltage-dependent fastinactivating sodium, I K is a delayed rectifier potassium current, and I leak is the leakage current. The inward current coming to the cell body I stim could be viewed as a dendritic current, a synaptic current, or a current injected through a microelectrode. 
